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Abstract
Visual languages have an important role in modeling systems, speciﬁcation of software, and in
speciﬁc application domains. By using visual properties like spatial placement or line connec-
tions complex structures can be presented, so that humans can understand them quickly. Visual
languages can be based on domain-speciﬁc metaphors, so that domain specialists can use their
conventional way of description and abstraction.
For working with a visual language, a specialized graphical frontend is needed. In contrast to
textual languages, general purpose editors are insuﬃcient for visual languages, because each visual
language has its particular graphical requirements. The frontend should provide methods to aid
eﬃcient drawing and restructuring of visual expressions. Often, language-speciﬁc structure editors
are used as frontends for visual languages. The visual program is stored in a language-dependent
data structure. The user interacts with one or more visual representations. Edit operations are
directly applied to the underlying structure and after a change the graphical representation is
recomputed.
The implementation of visual languages requires a wide range of conceptual and technical knowl-
edge from issues of user interface design and graphical implementation to aspects of analysis and
transformation for languages in general. We present a powerful toolset that incorporates such
knowledge [16]. It generates editors from high level speciﬁcations: A language is speciﬁed by iden-
tifying certain patterns in the language structure, selecting a visual representation from a set of
precoined solutions, and associating the pattern to constructs of the abstract grammar. A com-
plete visual structure editor is generated from such a speciﬁcation. It represents visual programs
by attributed abstract trees. Therefore, further phases of processing visual programs can be gen-
erated by state-of-the-art tools for compiler construction. Even challenging visual languages can
be implemented with reasonable small eﬀort and with rather limited technical knowledge. The
approach is suitable for a large variety of visual language styles.
Keywords: Visual languages, domain speciﬁc languages, trees, graphical user interface
1 Introduction
In this lecture we present methods and tools for the design and implementation
of visual languages. The approach is based on our work in the ﬁeld of language
design and implementation in general for more than 20 years. One result of
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Fig. 1. SIM Cards programmed in Java
that work is the Eli System [1,4,8]. About six years ago we started research in
the ﬁeld of visual languages in particular. We have taken the driving idea for
our approach for visual language implementation from the Eli system: There
computational patterns encapsulate precoined solutions for common tasks of
typing and name binding. We carried that method over to visual patterns
which encapsulate visual representations of language constructs. Due to that
facility our system VL-Eli eﬀectively supports the design and implementation
of visual languages.
Speciﬁcation languages are most eﬀective if they are designed for a speciﬁc
domain. So, in Sect. 2 examples for and properties of domain speciﬁc visual
languages (DSVL) are introduced. If the domain of a language is rather narrow
it will be used by only a small user community. Hence, one can not aﬀord
to spend high eﬀorts and costs for the development of a dedicated language.
Eﬀective support is needed from generators. In the third section we present
some aspects on implementation strategies for domain speciﬁc languages. The
methods and tools used for our approach to generate visual structure editors
from visual patterns are explained in Sect. 4.
2 Domain Speciﬁc Visual Languages
We begin our presentation of DSVLs with an example taken from a project,
which we made for an industrial partner, ORGA Kartensysteme GmbH. They
produce chipcards which are used as so called Subscriber Identity Modules
(SIMs) in mobile phones. Such a card contains a processor which is pro-
grammed in a subset of Java (see Fig. 1). The company asked us to develop a
dedicated visual language for programming those cards. It should hide most
of the technical programming details and should be suitable for people who
do not have programming skills.
We started the language development with a thorough domain analysis:
Typical SIM-Toolkit applications extend the facilities of a mobile phone by
speciﬁc functions provided by the network service provider. Most of these
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Fig. 2. Example for a visual SIM Program
functions require exchange of information between the mobile phone and the
service provider via implicitly sent short messages (SMS). For example the
phone user may ask a restaurant ﬁnder service for the phone number of an
Italian restaurant close to his or her present location. The service provider
then locates the cell phone, looks up a suitable restaurant and sents its phone
number back.
Such service functions are usually organized in menus. Hence, our language
provides two views (see Fig. 2): An overview of the functions in form of the
menu to be implemented, together with lists of events and some auxiliary
functions, and a second view presenting the control structure of a particular
function.
In order to decide on the language constructs we talked to people who
develop such applications and studied their notions, notations and the tools
they are using. A domain speciﬁc language should be very well adapted to
the way its users are used to think and develop. Such service procedures
have a rather simple control-ﬂow which mainly describes nested selections of
branches. The operations on the branches, like ”send an sms” or ”query the
phone”, are easy to describe but rather complex to implement. The meaning
of the visualization of the control-ﬂow in the procedere view of Fig. 2 should
be obvious.
We implemented the language by a tool consisting of a visual structure
editor, an analysis phase, and a translator into the JavaCard language. All
components are generated by our system. The translation had to be optimized
towards the tight restrictions on storage requirements for the card processor,
and it had to overcome several technical deﬁciencies of the target language.
The domain speciﬁc language provides operations and constructs on a high
level of abstraction, and it hides all the technical considerations of their im-
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plementation. That makes the DSL approach so eﬀective. Furthermore the
visual appearance of the language constructs are easy to learn and to use, in
particular for people who are not accustomed to program. When we demon-
strated the language implementation to the developers of the company, they
surprisingly uttered preference to use the specialized visual language instead
of JavaCard. As a consequence they asked for additional language constructs,
which would enable them to partially escape from the tight set of language
elements and insert fragments of JavaCard code. We considered this move as
an indication for a successful language design and implementation.
The domain speciﬁc language approach is suitable for any application do-
main that
• is rather narrow,
• has high-level concepts,
• needs a variety of tasks to be solved
• has notions to describe the tasks.
We developed DSLs for many domains in projects which ranged from stu-
dent work up to industrial contracts. Examples are mechanical feedback sys-
tems, test descriptions for car instruments, music scores, and robot control.
We consider domains that lie outside of computer science to be most challeng-
ing. For those domaines the languages express notions totally diﬀerent from
programs and data structures. Furthermore, the potential users may not have
programming skills; but the DSL approach enables them to develop software.
Typical examples for domains within computer science are generating data
base reports, creation of user interfaces, and implementation of data structures
from descriptions. Of course, the area of language implementation itself has
examples for specialized domains that are supported by DSLs, e.g. regular
expressions to specify scanners, context-free grammars to specify parsers, and
dedicated languages for the toolset Eli. For further aspects of design and
implementation of DSLs see also [7,14,2].
Textual languages usually cause their programs to be rather dense and
terse. Visual notations can better illustrate the use of certain language con-
cepts. That is particular by true for DSLs. Some domains, like Petri-Nets or
Statecharts have a graphical notation which can form the basis of a visual lan-
guage. There is a large variety of visual language constructs that can be used
to compose a visual language. Fig. 3 shows descriptions formulated in four
visual languages, which are designed in very diﬀerent styles: The language
Streets uses a metaphor of branching streets to visualize control ﬂow. Petri-
Nets is based on simple geometric elements, Micro-Pascal visualizes structured
text, and the language for regular expressions combines elements of directed
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Fig. 3. Visual languages of diﬀerent styles
Fig. 4. Application Generator
graphs and text. With these examples we want to illustrate the expressive
power of visual constructs. Of course, it is a great challenge to provide tool
support, that coves such a variety of notations.
3 Language Implementation Strategies
The design and implementation of domain speciﬁc languages follows a well-
known principle of software reuse. In 1988 J. C. Cleaveland [3] coined the
name application generator for it (Fig. 4): Problem instances of a certain
domain are described. A generator takes such a description and produces
software that solves the problem. Cleaveland initially presented the approach
for the domain of generating variants of reports on a data base.
The application generator approach is applicable for a certain domain
• if there are many variants of problem instances to be solved,
• they can be described without solving them, and
• the domain is completely understood, such that software solutions can be
generated automatically.
The domains of generating data base reports, parsers, scanners and all
the other examples of DSL domains given in the previous section fulﬁll these
requirements. The approach is most eﬀective if the domain has domain speciﬁc
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Fig. 5. Processing textual and visual descriptions
high-level notions and abstractions that can be transformed into executable
software. Then the generator spans a large cognitive distance between the
abstractions of the problem domain and the implementation techniques used
for the solutions. Take for example a context-free grammar as a high-level
description for the task of a parser, and LALR(1) as a technique applied by
a parser generator. The SIM language of Sect. 1 is another example for this
approach.
Such a generator encapsulates the know-how of experts, who understand
both the problem domain and how to create software solutions automatically.
For the users of the application generator it is suﬃcient to understand the
notions of the problem domain. Ch. W. Kruger characterizes the generator
approach as the most eﬀective reuse method [9].
Application generator is just another name for the implementation of a
domain speciﬁc language. The latter name emphasizes that a language for
the problem descriptions has to be designed. Implementation of languages is
a well-understood area in computer science with a body of knowledge accumu-
lated in more than 50 years of research. Textbooks in compiler construction
like [17] describe how to decompose the language implementation task, and
tools like Eli [1,4,8] are available to solve the subtasks.
The diagram in Fig. 5 shows the structure of four variants of language
implementations. They diﬀer in two aspects:
• textual vs. visual language
• input submitted in ﬁles vs. interactive input.
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The left most branch represents the structure of a conventional implemen-
tation of a textual language: A text ﬁle is analyzed by a parser. It builds an
abstract program tree. Next, the phase of semantic analysis computes and
checks properties of the program, e.g. binds uses to deﬁnitions, checks types,
and identiﬁes operators. The results of the semantic analysis are annotated to
the tree using attributes. The ﬁnal phase transforms the attributed tree into
a target representation, the software solution of the described problem.
The four variants shown in Fig. 5 diﬀer only in the way how the abstract
program tree is build by the so-called front-end. The parsing approach can be
applied for visual languages as well. Then a speciﬁc graphical parser processes
a graphical representation. The parser derives its structure and stores it in an
abstract program tree. The DiaGen System of M. Minas [10,11,12] supports
this parsing approach. However, it represents the program as a graph, rather
than as a tree.
The two right branches of Fig. 5 represent front-ends that support interac-
tive creation of the input. A structure editor oﬀers operations to insert, delete,
or modify substructures of the program constructed so far. The editor is spe-
cialized for the particular language. That means, it writes or draws the ﬁxed
parts of language constructs, and it guides the user to compose programs that
have a correct structure. Such structure editors exist for textual languages
[15] as well as for visual languages.
In any of the four cases the front-end builds an abstract tree. It is the cen-
tral data structure for the subsequent phases. Hence, the phases of semantic
analysis and transformation can be implemented using standard methods and
tools for visual languages as well as for textual ones.
In the rest of this paper we present methods and tools for the implemen-
tation of visual languages using dedicated, interactive structure editors as
front-ends, i.e. the right-most branch in Fig. 5. They are generated by our
VL-Eli system. It is build on top of the Eli system. The latter is used to
generate the phases of semantic analysis and transformation. Fig. 6 show the
layers of the VL-Eli toolset: On the basic layer Eli provides general tools for
language processing, Tcl/Tk [13] is used to implement the graphical user inter-
face of the structure editors, and the constraint solver Parcon [5] contributes
implementation techniques for certain strategies of graphical layout.
The VL-Generator in the middle layer accepts descriptions of visual lan-
guage constructs and implements a structure editors for them using the tools
on the level below.
The topmost level contains a library of visual patterns. Each of them rep-
resents a generic concept of visual language constructs. It can be instantiated
to create a concrete visual construct. Such a pattern encapsulates all the tech-
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Fig. 6. The VL-Eli toolset
nical knowledge that is necessary to specify and to implement such a language
construct using the levels below. This approach is described more deeply in
the next section.
4 Generating Visual Editors: Visual Patterns associ-
ated to Abstract Trees
Visual patterns are the central concept of our approach for designing visual
languages and generating structure editors for them. The language developer
identiﬁes certain patterns for each construct of his visual language, instantiates
a precoined solution from a library and associates it to the part of the abstract
syntax which represents the construct. The structure editor is generated such
that it executes the instantiated operations on the abstract program tree to
visualize the construct and to interact with them.
An abstract program tree is used as a central data structure for represen-
tation of the input of compilers and translators. Those trees are speciﬁed by
the abstract syntax, i.e. a context-free grammar which can be systematically
derived from the concrete syntax, in case of textual languages. In a language
processor a parser or a structure editor determines the structure of the input
and represents it by an abstract program tree. Subsequent phases of the trans-
lator walk through the tree and decorate it with attributes. They represent
properties of the program constructs they are attached to, e.g. the type of an
expression. Some attributes relate a program construct to a description of an
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Fig. 7. Computations in tree contexts
entity deﬁned in the program, e.g. a variable or a function. Other attributes
may relate several program constructs to one another.
All these techniques are well-accepted as standards for the implementa-
tion of textual languages. Most of them can serve their purpose for visual
languages, as well: The structure of a visual program can be represented by
a tree, that is speciﬁed by an abstract syntax. Attributes of tree nodes repre-
sent drawings of program constructs, their changeable parameters, and their
locations on the 2-dimensional drawing pane. The layout of visual program
constructs is achieved by computations, which are associated to tree contexts
and determine the location attributes. The approach is suitable for diﬀerent
strategies of layout computations: from formatting by a simple tree walk to
connecting a constraint solver.
Visual languages often use graphical means, like lines or connectors, to re-
late program constructs, where the same relation is expressed by name binding
in textual languages. Such relations usually do not obey the underlying tree
structure. However, they can be implemented for visual languages, too, by at-
tributes that refer to tree nodes or to descriptions of entities, as in the textual
case.
This approach is illustrated in Fig. 7. It visualizes an abstract program tree
for a statechart. The tree structure is speciﬁed by an abstract syntax for the
visual statechart language. A subset of its production is shown in the lower
right diagram. The diagram on the upper right speciﬁes two computations
which are associated to the grammar symbol ANDSuperstate. They draw the
bounding rectangle and print the name of the state. These computations are
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executed by an attribute evaluator when it visits on its tree walk a node of kind
ANDSuperstate. Executing computations on a tree-walk as speciﬁed for all
kinds of tree nodes individually is a general principle of attribute evaluation.
It is applied in the structure editor for
• drawing the graphical elements,
• computing the layout properties,
• processing user interactions,
• computing and checking properties of language constructs, and
• transforming them into a target text.
Systems like Liga [6] generate such tree-walking attribute evaluators from
attribute grammar speciﬁcations, which associate attributes and computations
to contexts of the abstract program tree. The VL-Eli system is based on this
method and is specialized to generate visual structure editors.
On top of VL-Eli we developed a layer of reusable visual patterns. For that
purpose we analyzed a large number of visual languages of various styles. We
could classify all their language constructs in a small number (about 10) visual
concepts: For example the visual concept List is characterized by drawing
an ordered sequence of elements side by side such that the whole list forms
a rectangle. The layout is inﬂuenced by the graphical requirements of the
elements and those of the context where the whole list is embedded in. Inter-
active operations are provided to insert an element into the list and to delete
one from it. Properties like the orientation of the sequence, west to east,
north to south, etc. are left open to be decided on instantiation, as well as
the graphical representation of the separator between elements.
In our system a visual pattern is a generic speciﬁcation that encapsulates
a visual concept, parameterized computations to produce the graphical rep-
resentation, to layout its elements, and to perform the interaction operations.
Set, Form, Line, and Table are further examples for visual patterns. Their
speciﬁcations are collected in a library to be used by the designer and imple-
mentor of a visual language (Fig. 8).
We consider the ANDSuperstate of statecharts to demonstrate how visual
patterns are used. Any ANDSuperstate is to be represented by a rectangle as
shown in the upper left part of Fig. 9. That is a form which consists of two
ﬁelds, one for the name the other for the list of regions. That requirement
matches to the Form pattern of the library. We associate an instance of it to the
symbol ANDSuperstate in the abstract syntax. According to its production
an ANDSuperstate consists of an ASName and an ASRegionList. They play
the role of FormElements for this instance of the Form pattern. The instance
is specialized by the computation of a certain graphic for the representation
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Fig. 8. Library of visual patterns
Fig. 9. Using visual patterns
attribute Rep. Similarly, the List pattern is instantiated for ASRegionList
with ASRegion in the role of ListElements. In this case the instance is
specialized by its direction and parameters which determine how elements are
separated.
The generic parameters allow to create a large variety of diﬀerent instances
from a visual pattern. They inﬂuence the graphical representation as shown
in the example of Fig. 9. One can also determine more complex graphical
properties, e.g. select one out of three diﬀerent layout strategies. We generated
structure editors for several visual languages of very diﬀerent styles using our
library of visual patterns. It turned out that for each of them the whole set
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Fig. 10. Occurences of patterns in diﬀerent languages
of language constructs could be completely covered by instances of patterns
from the library. Fig. 10 indicates occurences of patterns in examples of four
of those languages.
If the design of a visual language and the implementation of a structure
editor for it can be achieved by just instantiating a visual pattern for each
language construct, then a huge amount of implementation eﬀort is avoided
by reusing code from libraries. Especially implementations of the following
tasks need not be done manually
• management of graphical data structures,
• drawing and redrawing,
• layout algorithms,
• interactive insertion and deletion,
• user interface.
Even more important, the language implementor need not understand the
techniques to solve these tasks. The eﬀort of the language implementor can
be characterized by
• develop the abstract syntax,
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• select and instantiate a visual pattern for each language construct,
• parametrize the instantiations, and
• contribute elementary graphical elements.
For the languages shown in Fig. 3 these contributions amount to the fol-
lowing sizes of speciﬁcations:
• Streets: 2460 lines
• Petri-Nets: 220 lines
• Micro-Pascal: 570 lines
• Regular expressions: 540 lines
The sizes are roughly proportional to the number of productions in the
abstract syntax. They do not include the implementation of translator phases
after the structure editor.
5 Conclusion
In this lecture we presented an approach for the design of visual languages and
their implementation. The central concept is the selection of visual patterns
and their instantiation for language construct. The visual patterns provide
reusable speciﬁcations and implementations of tasks to be solved by visual
structure editors. The patterns are associated to the constructs of the ab-
stract syntax of the visual language. The generated structure editors build
abstract program trees to represent the program. Hence, standard techniques
of language processing can be applied to solve further translation tasks beyond
editing.
The approach is supported by a layered system of tools. It is based on
approved tools for language processing like Eli, and graphical user interfaces
(Tcl/Tk). The toolset has been used successfully in several realistic projects.
We plan to make it available to the public as soon as a suﬃcient amount of
user manuals has been developed. The approach and the toolset has proven
to be useful for numerous visual languages of diﬀerent graphical styles. In
particular, it ﬁts very well to the design and implementation of domain speciﬁc
languages.
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